T. M. Scanlon
I am very grateful to David Gauthier and Allan Gibbard for their thoughtful responses to my book, which are challenging and extremely helpful at the same time.
They raise many points that I will have to think about, and I will be able to address only some of them here. I will begin with a few points about reasons and then go on to discuss some of the questions they raise about my version of contractualism.
Reasons
Gauthier is right that my thinking about the relation between reasons and desires has undergone a change, but this change may not be as great as he suggests. I have long been, in my heart of hearts, a believer in "external reasons." But I also thought that the idea of a reason was more problematic than that of desire, and that the clearest cases in which someone can be said to have a reason for performing a certain action are ones in which this is true because so acting can be expected to satisfy some desire that that person has. In the course of working on my book, I came to the conclusion that this view of the matter is fundamentally mistaken. It now seems to me a mistake to take desires to be psychological states, independent of reasons, that have a fundamental role in the justification and explanation of action. It is rarely, if ever, the case that someone has a reason for action because so acting would satisfy a desire. What we normally call "having a desire for x" is best understood as taking some consideration, such as the fact that x would be pleasant, as a reason to bring x about, and in such a case it is this consideration itself, rather than the agent's "desire," that provides the agent with a reason.
Desires are not, then, basic sources of justification. Nor are they necessary as sources of motivation: if I take the fact that doing x would be pleasant, or would repay a debt, to be a good reason for action, this can suffice to explain my forming the intention to do x and doing x. There is no need to posit a further state of desiring x.
I am pleased by the degree of agreement about reasons between the three of us, which is much greater than I might have guessed. I have no objection whatever to the project of giving the kind of psychological description of deliberation about reasons that Gibbard proposes. I agree that "weighing X in favor of A isn't mysterious," but I do confess to some doubt about how a psychological description of this process of weighing "explains, indirectly, X's counting in favor of A in such circumstances." If there is any disagreement between Gibbard and me on this point, I think it is over the degree to which such an explanation is to be expected.
Briefly put, my problem is this. Any explanation of how something can count in favor of something else either explains this in normative terms, in which case it may be convincing but does not explain reasons in general, or else offers a psychological explanation, in which case the normative force of reasons is not convincingly explained.
Faced with this dilemma, I am inclined to think that our inability to explain how something could be a reason is not due to a weakness in our philosophical resources but rather to the fact that the relation of being a reason for is too fundamental to be helpfully explained in other terms.
I notice that Gauthier, in stating his agreement with me about reasons, concentrates mainly on the motivational part of my claim: the claim that, in his words, "an agent is normally motivated by her judgment that something is a reason for action." I wonder if this emphasis may be in part responsible for the possible disagreement that he goes on to note. The point at issue is what I call "the universality of reason judgments," according to which the claim that X is a reason for one person to do A entails the claim that it is also a reason for anyone else whose circumstances are similar in relevant respects. I believe that this thesis is a trivial one, something close to a tautology, but that it is worth noting nonetheless. It is trivial because it leaves entirely open what "respects" are "relevant" to the determination of whether some consideration provides an agent with a good reason for a given action. In particular, the thesis of universality should not be a point of disagreement between those who hold that all reasons are based on desires and those who hold a more "objective" or "external" view: they will just disagree about what factors are relevant to determining the reasons someone has, and to making it the case that different agents have different reasons. The universality of reasons judgments seems to me worth noting, despite its tautologous character, because it imposes a useful discipline on our claims about reasons. There is a tendency, I think, to grant that others may not have the reasons we take ourselves to have without considering what this implies about the nature of our own reasons. Taking account of the universality of reason judgments forces us to make these consequences explicit, and thus to clarify the claims we are making. The (apparent) disagreements between Gauthier's view and mine serve to illustrate this point.
Gauthier says that when he takes certain considerations to afford him sufficient grounds for action "I may do this because, at least in part, of how these considerations strike me, and I need not suppose that they would strike another equally rational agent in the same way." (p. 2) If the phrase "how they strike me" is understood as making a purely psychological claim about how he is motivated, or about his beliefs about the reasons he has, then there is no disagreement between us here. I do not think that one person's claim that certain considerations are sufficient grounds for action entails any claim about what will "strike" someone else as a reason.
Since Gauthier takes there to be a disagreement between us on this point, however, it seems likely that he has a normative, rather than a merely psychological claim in mind.
Understood in this way, the claim is that the following can be the case: X strikes one person as a good reason to do A, but does not strike another person as a good reason for this, and, because of this, X is a good reason for the first person to do A but not for the second. This may appear to be in conflict with the universality of reason judgments, but this disagreement is, as far as I can see, merely apparent. All that that doctrine requires is that if we claim that X is a reason for one of these people to do A, but not for the other, then we are committed to the claim that there is some relevant difference between their situations. Presumably, this difference lies in how these considerations "strike them." This is a substantive claim about reasons, which is likely to be more plausible for some values of 'X' and 'A' than for others. When one is choosing among two activities, each of which is worthwhile, the fact that one is "drawn to" one of these, but not the other, can be a good reason for pursuing it, because indicates, for example, that one will be happier, or more likely to be successful in that pursuit.
1 In other cases, however, it may be much less plausible to claim that the reasons a person has depend on how these considerations strike him or her.
Gauthier is quite right that when we disagree about whether two agents whose reactions differ in the way described above do or do not have the same reason for action, this disagreement cannot be settled by appeal to the universality of reason judgments.
What that doctrine does, however, is to force us to identify our disagreement as a substantive disagreement about which considerations are relevant to the reasons a person has-in particular, about whether the way a considerations "strikes" an agent is or is not a relevant consideration in a situation of the kind in question. This seems to me a good example of what I called above the useful discipline that that doctrine imposes. I think it helps to clarify our understanding of such cases in a way that appeal to "the first-person focus of deliberation" does not. Gauthier suggests, it construes morality as a form of regulation that violates our selfgovernance as rational agents. Since the claim that is being made is simply that we have a certain reason to regard standards as authoritative, the only form of "regulation" involved is an appeal to our capacity for rational self-governance, so it is hard to see how that capacity is being violated, whether the claim is correct or not. answers the first, and we draw upon our understanding of the normative significance of these considerations in order to answer the second. So, for example, a person might 3 In characterizing what he sees as the difference between our two views at the beginning of his article, Gauthier interprets the title of my book more narrowly than I intended. As I understand it, he is making a particular claim about what we owe to each other. Sometimes it sounds as if his claim were that all we owe to each other is to avoid taking advantage of them-"not bettering ourselves by worsening others without their consent." (Gauthier, p. 1) He later agrees (p. 5) that "the conventional morality of right and wrong" requires more than this. It is not clear whether he wants his view to capture some of this additional content. I assume that he does. Either way, however, I think that our however, is that a theory's claims about moral relevance will be wholesale claims. That disagreement is most clearly described as being about what we owe to each other, not about whether we owe each other anything at all.
The Normative Basis of Right and Wrong
is, that it will identify a class of morally relevant considerations in such a way that deciding whether a given consideration does or does not fall into this class will not require a further moral judgment. So, for example, the claim that the satisfaction of any preference is morally significant would be a wholesale claim of the kind I have in mind.
But the claim that the satisfaction of a preference is morally significant only if that preference is not an "anti-social" or "immoral" one would fall short, since moral judgment would be required in each case, in order to decide whether a preference was of the proper kind.
The Content of Contractualism
Two things that trouble Gauthier and Gibbard about my book have troubled many others as well. The first is that I do not specify, as clearly as they think I should, what I take to be the class of relevant reasons and their relative weights. The second is that insofar as I do specify this I do so in what seems to them an insufficiently wholesale manner, that is to say, in a way that leaves too much need for further appeal to moral judgment in working out the consequences of the contractualist formula. 4 In reply let me say, first, that I doubt it is possible to specify the class of considerations that are relevant to judgments of right and wrong in a thoroughly wholesale manner. They are too diverse, 4 Gibbard illustrates this worry with his scenario about the rights to oil reserves. This example is apposite insofar as it illustrates the general point, which I have acknowledged, that contractualism, like any other theory, cannot get started without some assumptions about the range of morally relevant considerations (in this case, assumptions about which reasons for objecting to an assignment of oil rights count as reasonable grounds for rejecting it.) But the example is in another respect quite atypical, since the relevance of possible objections to a division of the oil rights depends mainly on the nature of the parties' the original claims to the land (did they own it in common?) and on the nature of the "division" (were they each given just the right to use the land, or also, e.g., the right to sell it?) and on the way it was arrived at (Did they draw lots? Or bargain for parcels they thought particularly desirable?) The indeterminacy of the case seems to derive and the relations between them too complex to admit of an analysis that would draw the boundary around them once and for all.
Of course, even if there can be no wholesale account of morally relevant considerations there remains a question of degree-of how close one can get to this goal-and it may be thought that the account I have offered does not go as far as it should be possible to go. Perhaps what I have said I my book can be improved on in this respect.
I would be pleased if this turns out to be so. But I believe that the goal of finding "wholesale" principles is itself commonly overrated. I think that we should look to moral philosophy primarily for advances in understanding the differences between various forms of moral evaluation and our reasons for caring about them, and in understanding moral ideas such as well-being, responsibility, and various forms of duty and obligation.
These theoretical advances in our understanding will often have substantive implications, but we should not expect them generally to do this by providing general principles that will enable us to decide moral questions without appeal to judgment. Very few moral theories provide such principles, and when they do the results are not in general very convincing.
This view of the prospects for moral theory is no doubt controversial. Even if this view is accepted, however, it remains true that in order for the contractualist theory I am offering to have any determinate content it needs to include some characterization-if only a partial one-of the range of considerations that can be grounds for reasonably rejecting a principle. So I will outline briefly the characterization offered in my book,
largely from indeterminacy with regard to these antecedent facts, which do not figure in every moral question.
responding along the way to some of the questions that Gauthier and, especially, Gibbard have raised.
Whether a principle could reasonably be rejected, depends, in my view, on a comparison of the reasons that can be offered against it with those that can be offered in its favor against alternative principles from the point of view of people who occupy various positions in a situation of the kind to which the principle applies. We never know exactly which individuals will occupy these positions in all the various situations of this kind, so questions of right and wrong must be ones we can answer in the abstract, without These include not only reasons to want to act a certain way on a given occasion but also reasons to want to be free in general to so act, and not only reasons to want others not to act, on particular occasions, in ways that would harm one but also reasons to want to be able to rely on others not acting in these ways. The need to compare the relative strength of the generic reasons associated with different positions in a situation arises because these reasons support conflicting claims.
As Gauthier says, "In a particular deliberative context involving at least two persons, the possible outcome or state of affairs that one of the persons would reasonably value most highly need not be, or be compatible with, the outcome or state of affairs that the other would reasonably value most highly." What we need to compare in such a situation of conflict is the importance for a person in one of these positions of getting the outcome she prefers and the importance for the other of getting the outcome that he prefers.
Comparative judgments of this kind do require a common standard for assessing what it is important for a person to have. But it does not require that there be "a universal good which all seek to realize or sustain." (Gauthier, p. 5)
The burdens that can be the basis for objecting to a principle that would disallow a certain action include the cost of not having that action available as an option, but they do not include the burden of feeling guilty, or being the object of others' resentment if one acts in that way, in violation of the principle. 6 The question that is being addressed when we ask whether a principle could reasonably rejected is what we can ask of each other. reject require of us. But liability to have or be the object of these feelings is not a penalty that those principles prescribe, and which therefore has to be counted as part of their cost.
Generic reasons are reasons that people in a certain situation have for objecting to a principle "on their own behalf," as Gibbard puts it. This rules out "impersonal" reasons that a person might have for objecting to a principle simply because it would lead to something that would be bad from an impersonal point of view. The restriction to reasons that people have "on their own behalves" also rules out aggregative reasons-that is to say, reasons for rejecting a principle because of the sum of its effects on many different people.
As I make clear, reasons that a person has "on her own behalf" are not limited to considerations of well-being. 7 One example I mention, and that both Gauthier and Gibbard discuss, of reasons not based in well-being is the reason a person has to object to unfair principles or procedures, by which I mean ones that make distinctions for which the point or purpose of the principle or procedure provides no justification. So, for example, favoring one person simply because of his or her identity is, unless more can be said about it, arbitrary. Giving medicine to one person because he needs it more, or assigning a person to a dangerous mission because he is the one most likely to be able to carry it out, is not arbitrary. Favoring one person because he or she won the flip of a coin may or may not be arbitrary. Whether it is will depend on whether there is some reason to incorporate coin flipping into a procedure for distributing benefits or burdens of the kind in question, and on whether the coin flipping in question was part of such a procedure.
Fairness may sound like a question-beggingly moral basis for objecting to a principle, as
Gauthier suggests, but I do not see it as such. People have reason to object to principles that are unfair not because unfairness is wrong, but because they have reason not to want to be subject to arbitrary treatment.
Gibbard asks, reasonably enough, whether the exclusion of impersonal reasons is something that "falls out of my contractualist system." If my "contractualist system" is simply identified with the idea of reasonable rejection together with some specification of the relevant class of reasons, then the exclusion of impersonal reasons would simply be a part of that system, and hence "fall out of it" trivially. But the question, I take it, is whether there is some deeper characterization of my version of the contractualist idea that provides a reason for understanding reasonable rejection in a way that excludes these reasons. Briefly put, the answer is that this deeper characterization lies in the account I offer of our special reason for being concerned with that part of morality that I call what we owe to each other. This account-the idea of justifiability to others-has implications for the content of the relevant kind of justification. But two questions arise here. The first is how fully this characterization of the normative basis of this part of morality determines its content. The second concerns the possibility of alternative characterizations of this normative basis. Examining these issues more fully will also provide an opportunity to clarify some important aspects of my view.
The reasons why it is wrong to bring about impersonally bad results, such as the destruction of the Grand Canyon, lie simply in the features that make them bad, such things as the fact that grandeur and beauty of the canyon will be lost if it is destroyed.
Reasons of this kind may provide a conclusive objection to acting in a certain way, in which case it might follow that, in a perfectly general sense of "justify", we could not justify such actions to others. But this lack of justifiability does not provide an additional reason for refraining from such actions.
Some people would say that the same is true of the reasons we have to help fellow humans, or not to act in ways that will injure them. What counts against such actions, in their view, is just the fact that they lead to people being killed or injured. Adding that these actions could not be justified to their victims, they would say, adds nothing. Here I disagree. Of course our thinking about such cases must begin with the fact death and injury are things that people have good reason to want to avoid. But not every way of acting that leads to someone's being killed or injured is wrong. What is at issue in the cases in question is not just the badness of these outcomes for those to whom they occur, but the wrongness of certain ways of acting-for example, ways of acting that involve taking insufficient care that others not be harmed. The question, "How much care is sufficient?" is answered not simply by considering why the outcomes in question are bad
but by deciding what level of care is required by principles that we could justify to each other, principles that no one could reasonably reject. So the contractualist test of justifiability does have a role to play in these cases, not in explaining why harm is bad, but in explaining why failure to guard against harm in certain ways (but not others) is wrong.
There is, however, an obvious objection to this explanation. The question of the degree of care that we are required to exercise in order to avoid harm also arises when impersonal values are at stake-for example, when the harm in question is to natural objects or works of art, considered as valuable in themselves. In those cases, it may be said, this question is answered simply by balancing the values in question-balancing the disvalue of harm to these objects against the values of convenience and other competing goods. Appealing to a notion of justifiability would, again, be an unnecessary extra step.
So why isn't the same true when the harm is to human beings?
The answer lies in the nature of the values in question. As I have said, in my view, to claim that something is bad, or bad for someone, is just to claim that there are reasons to respond to it in certain ways, such as reasons to want it not to occur, to regret its happening, and to try to prevent it if one can. When the occurrence in question is harm to a person, these include reasons for that person him or herself not to want it to occur. This In my view, the requirements of that part of morality that concerns what we owe to each other are just the requirements of recognizing the value of others in this sense. But it might seem that we could do justice to this view without bringing in the idea of justifiability to a person. We might do this by saying that an action is wrong if there are reasons someone has "on his or her own behalf" that would provide good grounds for rejecting any principle that permitted it, even taking into account the similar reasons of
others.
An account formulated in this way might lead to the same conclusions as my contractualist view about which acts are right and which wrong. What this formulation would leave out is the fact that because rational beings have reasons "on their own behalf," are able to weigh these reasons, and can have further attitudes based on them, our relations with them have a further dimension that is missing from our relations with, say, the Grand Canyon. If we govern ourselves in a way that denies the value of others by giving insufficient weight to reasons they have "on their own behalves," this gives them grounds for resentment. Moreover, we have reason to care about whether they have such grounds and, more generally, about our relations with them, by which I mean not only which attitudes they have toward us but also, and more fundamentally, which attitudes they have reason to have. This concern with our relations with others is a central component of our concern with the morality of right and wrong, and that is why it is appropriate to formulate the requirements of that part of morality in terms of what is justifiable to others rather than merely in terms of what is supported by certain reasons.
What follows from this about the grounds on which a principle could reasonably be rejected? First, that these at least include the reasons that a person has "on his or her own behalf." Second, since we are interested in the justifiability of actions to everyone, these reasons for rejecting a principle must be balanced against the conflicting reasons that others may have "on their own behalves" for insisting on it, and objecting to alternatives.
(This is made explicit by the proviso, "Given the aim of finding principles that others also As I have already mentioned, however, taking impersonal reasons as grounds for rejecting a principle, and thus for counting an action as a violation of what we owe to each other, seems to me to be incompatible with a proper understanding of those reasons themselves. If impersonal reasons count decisively against an action, then this leads directly to the conclusion that that action is wrong-that is to say, that there is a decisive moral objection to it. In order to reach this conclusion it is unnecessary to bring in the idea of justifiability to others, and doing so even seems to misrepresent the reasons in This is what led me to exclude impersonal reasons as grounds for rejecting a principle. 8 But I also allowed that impersonal values can be relevant to the reasons a person has for rejecting a principle "on his own behalf." As I have said for something to be valuable is, in my view, just for it to have properties that provide us with reasons for responding to it in certain ways. These include reasons to want the thing to continue to exist and not be harmed or destroyed, by ourselves or by others, and these impersonal reasons do not count as grounds for rejecting principles that would, for example, allow others to behave in ways that would destroy valuable objects. But an object's being valuable may also involve reasons to want to experience it, and to behave toward it in certain ways, for example to protect it and preserve it, and not destroy it. Although they are aspects of the value of things outside of us, these reasons are personal because they are reasons to want our lives to go certain ways-reasons to want to have certain experiences or to act one way rather than another. These reasons are thus ones that we can offer, on our own behalf, as objections to a principle that would deprive us of the opportunity to see a valuable object (perhaps by permitting others to destroy it), or prohibit us from responding to it in the ways we have reason to do-for example, by trying to preserve it.
This does not mean, however, that these reasons are all reasons of well-being. If working to save the rain forest is worthwhile, then my life may be made better by my engagement with this project. But it does not follow that my reason for doing this work would be that it contributes to my well-being. I hope that this would not be my reason.
The reason I have to reject a principle that would prevent me from engaging in this worthwhile activity is thus another example of a reason for rejecting a principle "on one's own behalf" that is not grounded in one's well-being.
Self-regarding Principles
Another question Gibbard raises concerns the status of self-regarding principles, such as a principle forbidding one to smoke, or requiring one to develop one's talents. Gibbard suggests that such reasons should count, but that principles ruling out smoking, or failing to develop one's talents, might still be reasonably rejected because the guilt they would induce would make them a cure "worse than the disease." I am not sure about this balancing of the considerations. Is the risk of feeling guilt for smoking really worse than the risk of early and painful death? But this way of dealing with the matter is in any event unavailable to me, since in my view, as I have already mentioned, the guilt and resentment that violation of a principle might occasion do not count as reasons for rejecting it.
My explanation is different. It is simply that the part of morality that I am describing concern only our behavior toward others and the justifiability of our actions to them. This may sound not ad hoc, but it is not. The kind of guilt and resentment that is appropriate if an action is wrong in the sense I have been describing is, as I have said above, essentially concerned with our relations with others. It is thus quite different from the self-reproach occasioned by actions that are open to criticism from a purely selfregarding point of view.
It is of course a further question, and an interesting one, I think, whether a different kind of justifiability-in this case, justifiability to oneself-has a role to play in understanding the force and content of criticism of the latter kind, a role that is parallel to the role that, I have argued, justifiability to others plays in determining the content of morality. It may seem that it does not, because the two cases are fundamentally different. This view of the matter may be correct, but it is worth considering how it could not be. An argument to this effect might begin from the fact that any person has very different aims and outlooks at different points in his or her life. This diversity is, of course, not as great as in the interpersonal case. But, even so, it might be maintained that one cannot take equally seriously, at every point in one's life, the aims and desires that one will have at every other point (or even those that it is rational for one to have.) To do this, it might be said, would leave insufficient "room to live our life" at each point. But the decisions that we make at earlier stages of life have obvious consequences for the options we will have later. So the question arises of "what we owe" to ourselves at other times: to what degree, for example, we are required to invest in the development of talents to enlarge our future options, and to what degree we have latitude to "consume" bodily or other resources in order to pursue our present aims.
This question cannot be answered simply by substantive balancing of the merits of our present and future concerns, because we may not know what our future aims will
be, or what we will choose then to do with our resources if we have them. So we need to answer it by appeal to more "generic" reasons, such as the reason we have to want to have kept open the possibility of pursuing a given kind of activity at a certain stage of life.
I trust it is clear how this might lead to a structure quite similar to the one I have defended in the case of interpersonal morality. But it would still be a different structure, marked by the fact that what is in question is the life of a single person. This difference would be shown in at least two ways. First, it appears in the normative basis of the relevant idea of justifiability: the value of living in a way one could justify to one's future self (the value of a kind of wholeness or integrity) and the disvalue of the corresponding kind of alienation from one's self over time, are different from the corresponding value and disvalue of community with, and alienation from, other people. Second, it appears in the content of the principles it would be reasonable to reject: where a single life is concerned, different kinds of sacrifice can be reasonably demanded.
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It seems to me that a view of this kind might well be the best account of prudence.
Whether it is, or whether a view of the kind I described first is, ultimately, more 
